The Bunker, At Queens Veterinary School Hospital, Madingley Road
Cambridge CB3 OES
Telephone: 07801285958
www.cambridgeradiologyreferrals.com
pm@cambridgeradiologyreferrals.com
**From the North East (A10)**
Follow the A10 to the A14 intersection (junction 31) near Milton.
Join the A14 (westbound) and continue on this until you can join the M11 (southbound) at Junction 14.
Come off this road at Junction 12, then follow the signs to rejoin the M11 (northbound) for a short distance, exiting at Junction 13 and turning right at the top of the slip road.
Continue straight over the first set of traffic lights, signed to the Park & Ride, then take the 2nd turning to the right onto the West Cambridge Site. Signs here include The Cavendish Laboratory and blue signs for The Queen’s Veterinary School Hospital. This is JJ Thompson Avenue. Continue past The William Gates Building on the left, The Vet School on the right and the Cavendish Laboratory on the left. As the road curves to the right you will join Charles Babbage Road. Follow this past the nursery on the right and you will come to the yellow and brown Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) building with a small blue sign pointing right for Cancer Therapy and Farm and Equine Reception. Turn right here through the car park and onto the back of The Vet School site. Pull into the dedicated parking spaces on the left and walk across the pathway towards The Bunker as directed.

**From the North West (A14)**
Follow the A14 (eastbound) until it merges with the M11. Continue on the M11 southbound.
Come off this road at Junction 12, then follow the signs to rejoin the M11 (northbound) for a short distance, exiting at Junction 13 and turning right at the top of the slip road.
Continue straight over the first set of traffic lights, signed to the Park & Ride, then take the 2nd turning to the right onto the West Cambridge Site. Signs here include The Cavendish Laboratory and blue signs for The Queen’s Veterinary School Hospital. This is JJ Thompson Avenue. Continue past The William Gates Building on the left, The Vet School on the right and the Cavendish Laboratory on the left. As the road curves to the right you will join Charles Babbage Road. Follow this past the nursery on the right and you will come to the yellow and brown Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) building with a small blue sign pointing right for Cancer Therapy and Farm
and Equine Reception. Turn right here through the car park and onto the back of The Vet School site. Pull into the Reserved for CRR parking spaces on the left and walk across the pathway towards The Bunker as directed.

**From the South (M11)**
Follow the M11 to Junction 13
Leave the motorway at Junction 13 and turn right on to the A1303, signposted Cambridge
Continue straight over the first set of traffic lights, signed to the Park & Ride, then take the 2nd turning to the right onto the West Cambridge Site. Signs here include The Cavendish Laboratory and blue signs for The Queen’s Veterinary School Hospital. This is JJ Thompson Avenue. Continue past The William Gates Building on the left, The Vet School on the right and the Cavendish Laboratory on the left. As the road curves to the right you will join Charles Babbage Road. Follow this past the nursery on the right and you will come to the yellow and brown Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) building with a small blue sign pointing right for Cancer Therapy and Farm and Equine Reception. Turn right here through the car park and onto the back of The Vet School site. Pull into the Reserved for CRR parking spaces on the left and walk across the pathway towards The Bunker as directed.

**From the East (A14)**
Follow the A14 (eastbound) until you can join the M11 southbound. Do not come off the A14 too early on to the A11 (M11) or you will end up near Stansted Airport!
Come off the M11 southbound at Junction 12, and then follow the signs to rejoin the M11 (northbound) for a short distance, exiting at Junction 13 and turning right at the top of the slip road
Continue straight over the first set of traffic lights, signed to the Park & Ride, then take the 2nd turning to the right onto the West Cambridge Site. Signs here include The Cavendish Laboratory and blue signs for The Queen’s Veterinary School Hospital. This is JJ Thompson Avenue. Continue past Microsoft on the left, The Vet School on the right and the Cavendish Laboratory on the left. As the road curves to the right you will join Charles Babbage Road. Follow this past the nursery on the right and you will come to the yellow and brown Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) building with a
small blue sign pointing right for Cancer Therapy and Farm and Equine Reception. Turn right here through the car park and onto the back of The Vet School site. Pull into the Reserved for CRR parking spaces on the left and walk across the pathway towards The Bunker as directed.
Expectations

Your pet must come having been **starved from 8pm the night before**. Do not restrict water.

To get to us follow the directions given or if there are any problems please call us on **07801285958**

It is very important that appointment times are observed.

Your pet will stay with us at the CT unit for between 1 and 2 hours approximately depending on the region or regions being examined and what other procedures are being carried out.

The full procedure will be discussed with you on arrival and you will be asked to sign a form of consent for this.

**All** patients are given either a heavy sedative which can be reversed or a light anaesthetic which wears off very quickly. Which is used will be determined by the patient’s medical history and what is being done.

When they are ready to go home you will be given any further instructions necessary and you may be given an interim report. You will **NOT** receive a full report at the time of collection as it takes a long time to go through all the images generated and to produce any reconstructions which may prove necessary.

A full report will be sent through to your vet within 48 hours

Please note that at this time we cannot accept credit card payments. We would ask that clients pay by cheque or we can, in some circumstances, do a direct claim for insured clients. This **MUST** be arranged with us in advance of the visit so that the necessary pre-authorisations can be obtained. A stamped and addressed envelope is required with all direct claims.